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EDITOR’S NOTES

WHY DO EVEN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
GIRLS HAVE SELF-ESTEEM ISSUES?

I

imagined, like anyone must, that

issues they, too, have or how hard they

the drop-dead gorgeous Lisa Ray

have to work to keep those perfect bods

(our cover girl this time) must surely

and faces). Really, why should every

lead a fairy-tale life like princesses in

young man get into IIT and thereafter

Disney movies. The accident that left

Harvard so that he too can head

her mother paralysed and years later,

a Forbes-listed corporation?

Lisa being diagnosed with a rare form

Somewhere along the way we are not

of blood cancer are tragedies enough.

teaching children the important lesson

But to me what was eye-opening was

that they need to see every setback as a

that this beautiful girl, who seemed to

stepping stone to another path. So what

have it all, suffered from issues of low

if your daughter is not fair and lovely in

self-esteem and even bulimia where

the conventional sense and a top model?

she would binge eat only to throw up

Can she not just play the piano and be

&)'%97)7,)*)08'32ç-'8)(&=8,)

a musician? So what if your boy doesn’t

expectation of perfection that she had

make it to medical school and instead opts

internalised. Several actors in recent

for liberal arts and becomes an artist?

times have also spoken about low

We not only need to accept children as

self-esteem, body image issues and

they are but also be conscious about what

depression. These include women as beautiful and accomplished

we say and the power of words. That little voice inside all of us,

as Deepika Padukone and Anushka Sharma.

æ00-2+97;-8,7)0*O(39&8%2(1%/-2+97*))0-2%()59%8)A

Issues like depression are medical conditions as we are coming
to realise. But what is it that makes these women, adored and
admired by millions across the world, suffer from self-esteem?
Is this because as a society, we compulsively glorify perfection

is actually the echo of a parent’s voice deriding us because we
have failed them.
I am shocked that someone as brilliant as the US-based
Bhagwatis (whose names come up for the Nobel prize every year)

and beauty? We want our girls (and boys, too, as a matter of

would be insensitive enough to call their daughter, Anuradha,

fact) to be fair, good-looking and slim. We not only want a beauty

“fat and disgusting” while she was still in high school. As she

blossoming in our house but expect her to top every exam from

writes in her memoir, “So many children experience the scars of

maths to French, besides being a house captain and debater with

judgement and verbal abuse from their parents. Parents need to

mastery over Bharatnatyam or the violin. Any child who doesn’t

&)6)74327-&0)*368,)-6;36(7@-607%06)%(=)<4)6-)2'))2361397

rise to these standards of perfection is labelled a loser and is

amounts of self-hatred and self-doubt at such a young age

shamed. We mock dark and plump girls. We deride a child who has

&)'%97)73'-)8=3&.)'8-æ)7%2((),91%2-7)78,)1@V

238(32);)00-2æ2%0)<%17%2(*%-0)(831%/)8,)+6%()@
Parents and family especially, can be hard on children when

I am heartbroken when I see the havoc we create in our children
so that they grow up to be adults with so many personality

they don’t meet their expectations. In recent times we have heard

disorders. Both Anuradha and Lisa have fought their whole lives to

of children who either committed suicide or became social drop-

hush the little voice in their heads that is still telling them they are

outs because they thought their parents wouldn’t approve of their

not good enough!

not making the cut for entry into medicine or engineering courses.
I personally know of a teenager who had weight issues, and was
not “beautiful” by south Indian standards, committing suicide
%*8)6'3278%280=&)-2+830(7,);390(2):)6æ2(%,97&%2(@
I am not sure why everyone has to be a Deepika Padukone or
Kareena Kapoor (let’s not forget the body image and self-esteem
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COVER STORY

LISA RAY

GRIT BEHIND GLAMOUR
Multi-faceted Lisa Rani Ray – model, actor, traveller, writer, cancer survivor, mother and the
quintessential outsider looking in, who has shared her extraordinary life in her tell-all book Close to
the Bone²WDONVWR0,1$/.+21$DERXWKHUWRSV\WXUY\MRXUQH\VSLULWXDOTXHVWVÀJKWLQJFDQFHU
and how fame, success and beauty are not nearly enough to block low self-esteem

dropping the need for outside validation. Of course

in Water, the peppy Sue in Bollywood/Hollywood and

-22(-%78-00,%:)83æ+,878)6)38=4)7%2(0%&)00-2+C

the hot model gracing the covers of fashion magazines.

NAARI

and I do, for the sake of perhaps the next sensitive

Lisa Ray wears many hats — model, actor, spiritual learner,

soul who might appear a contradiction of values but

yoga teacher... and author, mother and a crusader for

have a valuable, uplifting contribution to make

'%2')6@,)-7%;31%2;,3-7æ2%00=%8)%7);-8,,)67)0*@

in the world.”

Lisa with one of her twin daughters
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“Pain has been my greatest teacher; and

glamour and visions of her in white as a widow
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L

isa Rani Ray – the very name evokes images of

THE EARLY DAYS

career. Her mother recovered, though not

Born to a Bengali father and a Polish

fully, and was wheelchair-bound for the rest

138,)6A7,);%7%2320=',-0(@63;-2+

of her life. For Lisa, at 17, going to Bombay

up in Toronto, Lisa Ray, as she is better

and modelling meant she could stay busy

known, has, in her 47 years, lived through

%2(æ2(,)6*))8%+%-2@,)'%2(-(0=%(1-87

experiences most of us don’t go through in

in her book that “the birth of my success is

a lifetime. Her entry into modelling in the

forever linked in my mind to the accident…

early 1990s was a curiously serendipitous

My career in India began on the edge of

one. She humorously describes going to

a sword: fame on one side and, on the

meet Maureen Wadia, the publisher of

other, grief”.

2(-%T7æ678*%7,-32%2(+0%13961%+%>-2)

Lisa’s career was a medley of fashion

Gladrags, and getting bitten by one of her

covers, modelling for designers and

Rottweilers. The end result, though, was

big brand campaigns. Her face was on

the iconic cover that catapulted her to

billboards everywhere, including as the

overnight fame – that of a drenched Lisa in

brand ambassador for Rado watches.

%æ)6=6)(7;-179-8A7,38-2%4330A%+%-278
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the backdrop of a setting sun.
Soon after the shoot, Lisa returned home, only to meet
with an accident while driving to a family picnic with her
parents. The accident left her mother a paraplegic and Lisa
with a hairline neck fracture. When the doctor told her that
her mother may not make it, Lisa recalls, “His words were

down and a constantly questioning spirit,
The Gladrags
cover that
launched
Lisa into the
modelling
world

-7%*)083&.)'8-æ)(%2(8,)78-287-2*63283*8,)'%1)6%0)*8
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image and what was me? The expectations of perfection
I had internalised pushed me into a dark period just six
months after my arrival. I started eating compulsively and I

the heaviest I have ever known... In that instant, I shut down

gained a lot of weight…Perhaps I was looking for the comfort

completely; it was the beginning of a very long emotional

that food had provided me long ago.”

hibernation as well as the end of a belief that I was entitled

,)7%=7-8;%7,)6;%=3*()'0%6-2+8,%87,)(-(2T8æ8-283

to get through life unscathed.” Lisa used work to block that

8,);360(3**%7,-32%2(&)%98=Aæ+96%8-:)0=360-8)6%00=@,)

pain – a pattern that followed her through tumultuous

writes that she looked at her eating disorder “as a disease,

heartbreaks, bulimia and bouts of self-loathing despite all the

but also as an expression of imbalance, not just in my body,

fame and success she achieved.

but in my mind”.
When I ask about her struggles with bulimia — a very

MODELLING AND FILMS

relevant issue in today’s world where appearances are so

Lisa’s life has been nothing short of a rollercoaster ride. While

paramount – and what advice she would give to women

she and her father coped with their grief and her mother was

struggling with weight issues, she says, “Strangely I’ve not

in and out of hospital, she would get phone calls in the early

been asked to speak about my struggle with bulimia —

hours of the morning from Bollywood producers and directors

perhaps it’s still an issue not widely addressed in India. I

offering her movie roles. “It was a surreal situation bordering

advise seeking professional help.”

on the farcical, like a sketch of exceptionally bad taste; it
appeared at the same time that my world had come undone.”
Those were the days of no Internet or mobile phones but

Still a teenager, straddling multiple worlds across
continents, trying to make sense of her celebrity status, Lisa
remained untouched by a lot of the peripherals of glamour.

for India’s new poster girl, whose red swimsuit cover released

She never really learned how to do her own make-up.

-2 9+978î

And, left to her own devices, Lisa is a self-confessed slob,

îA-8;%78,)78%683*%4630-æ'%2(09'6%8-:)

“What wа the image and what wа me? – and
the expeatio of perfeion I had i ernalised
pushed me i o a dk period
JUST SIX MONTHS AFTER MY ARRIVAL. I STARTED EATING COMPULSIVELY
AND I GAINED A LOT OF WEIGHT… PERHAPS I WAS LOOKING FOR THE COMFORT THAT
FOOD HAD PROVIDED ME LONG AGO”
NAARI
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Besides a the
leo one
can len
om her
bk and life,
the bie
takeaway is
f a those
o there
WHO THINK FAME,
SUCCESS AND MONEY
ARE WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE HAPPY – LISA
IS LIVING PROOF
OF THE FACT THAT
WHAT MATTERS IS ON
THE INSIDE
wearing worn T-shirts and shapeless
sweatpants. Work was plenty, and
one particular music video she shot
in the deserts of Rajasthan for the
song Aafreen by Nusrat Fateh Ali

Lisa with her husband Jason Dehni and their twins Sufi and Soleil

Khan, made her even more famous
and popular. She, however, eschewed all the Bollywood

THE YELLOW DIARIES

æ013**)677,);%7+)88-2+83(3%æ01-2398,2(-%@%2=

What Lisa didn’t know was that there were a few more knocks

136)æ017(3;27398,*3003;)(@ 2(A-8;%7320=;,)2

coming her way. Her mother passed away in 2008. Some

7,);%7-2,)60%8)ìí78,%87,)%+6))(83(3%æ01'%00)(

months later, Lisa was diagnosed with multiple myeloma, a

Kasoor, directed by Vikram Bhatt, that was a runaway hit.

type of blood cancer. But in her book and in life, Lisa has used

Lisa went on to do Bollywood/Hollywood, a romcom
with Deepa Mehta, and later, Cooking with Stella and the

mechanism. After several tests, the doctor she met wondered

'32863:)67-%0æ01Water, based on widows, set in Benares,

how Lisa was even standing; and she sent her for an immediate

;-8,),8%%+%-2@,)%073%'8)(-2%,-7836-'%0æ01AThe

blood transfusion. A few weeks later, Lisa recalls how her blood

World Unseen, among others.

samples [she refers to them as public property – that humour

Lisa, whose career has never really followed a planned

4 |

humour to deal with any situation, which for her is a coping

again] were put into the University Hospital Network, where

graph, decided to move to London and signed up for

several local hospitals, including Princess Margaret Hospital,

a bunch of varied classes as well as for a course in

share information. That is how a haemotologist, Dr Ahmed

Shakespeare at Oxford. Acting classes kept her busy, as did

%0%0A;,374)'-%0-7)(-21908-40)1=)031%A*392(,)6@)0)*8

the relationship she was in with a man she met in London.

her several messages. She didn’t answer his calls either and

The book describes an incident where Lisa was almost

reckons she knew deep down why he was calling. Finally, she

strangled by him when she decided to break up with him,

listened to his message but still didn’t call him back. A few days

and how she ran out onto the street barefoot in her pyjamas

earlier, she had gone for a bone marrow biopsy to another

at close to dawn, with the man chasing after her. When a

doctor. She describes how the doctor couldn’t get a decent

stranger offered to help, she jumped into his car and he

sample so he went into her hip with his electric drill many times

(63:),)683%430-')78%8-32A;,)6)7,)æ0)(%'3140%-28@

over while she sang Hey Jude at the top of her voice. She writes

NAARI
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In fact, on that fateful day, June 23, 2009, when the
doctor told her that she had multiple myeloma, Lisa says
she went blank and was calm; so much so she even asked
the doctor if she could get him some water, seeing how he
;%77;)%8-2+@,)æ2%00=1)86%0%0A;,3%7/)(,)6-*
7,);390('327-()6&)-2+,-74%8-)28%7,);%7'32æ()28
of treating her and curing what was normally considered a
fatal form of cancer. Her treatment started on July 2 that
=)%6%2(6%0%0+%:),)68,)46383'30*3636%0',)13
and steroids, including a new chemotherapy drug called
Velcade. Lisa was 37 years old at that time.
Still, her introspective mind made her aware of the
fact that she was in denial, treating the cancer like an
“inconvenience. I wasn’t looking it in the eye. I was letting
the situation tyrannise my heart. I really needed to name
it, recognise it and then deal with it head on”. She candidly
writes about the side effects of the steroids – which made
her a raging maniac. She became bloated and was hungry
all the time, besides not being able to sleep.
Lisa once again broke the mould by publicly talking
about her long tryst with cancer in her blog that she called
The Yellow Diaries, because when she meditated on her
chakras, the third chakra at the solar plexus is yellow; it is
also the seat of personal power, will and self-esteem. She
;6-8)78,%88,)78)63-(7*368-æ)(,)6%2(0)8,)6&)*)%60)77
%&39874)%/-2+398@U,)=,)04)(1)æ2(1==)003;V@,)
started her blog on September 7, 2009. Soon she had
thousands of people commenting, and kindness, support
and prayers coming her way.
Her father was a huge support throughout her ordeal.
He would drive her to and from the chemo, helped with
that those high notes helped dissipate the pain and she even

the cooking and made a note of all her appointments and

had the nurses singing along with her. Echoing the title Close

medicine doses on a wall calendar. Lisa opted for a stem

to the Bone, the details send a chill down one’s spine despite

cell transplant and has spoken publicly about it on several

the black humour.

occasions. Her blog follows the trajectory of her battle with

What she didn’t know was that the cancer had advanced
so much that her bone marrow was no longer soft. It had

cancer and makes for inspiring reading.

become solid. She likens it to a steak being pulled out with

AFTER THE CANCER

a needle. Introspecting about the experience, Lisa writes,

Lisa has been brutally honest and has shared her ordeal

“Maybe I hadn’t faced the possibility of serious illness

with all the bone-chilling, goosebump-inducing details of

because then I would have to face what was wrong. Not just

the disease. The cancer did come back, and Lisa says that

in my body, but in my life”.

even today she is not cancer-free.

“We deify the mher fige in Indian
culte to an exte
erаes a her аpes
of feminine selfhd.

THE BEST ADVICE I RECEIVED WAS ‘YOUR KIDS DON’T NEED A PERFECT MOM,
THEY NEED A HAPPY MOM’. AND SO I PURSUE MY INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS
AND GOALS OUTSIDE OF MY FAMILY AND I HAVE A LOT OF SUPPORT AND BACKUP
IN TAKING CARE OF MY GIRLS”
NAARI
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A natural in front
of the camera:
Lisa Ray
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“Ayveda spoke of the seven  eig ages
of diseаe and 's only in the lаt age that
manife s phicay.
WE HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO INTERVENE AND REVERSE THE
ILL EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE THOUGHTS OR LIFESTYLES”

She reveals, “I’m still on medication. My next book will

emotions that come with procreation and welcoming

outline my relapse and the wellness and healing odyssey

1-6%'903972);&)-2+7-2838,);360(A&98T(0-/)83ç-4

I undertook. I’m not dogmatic though I went through

this question. I resent the implication that somehow

extreme regimens, and I make sure I eat clean, alkalise

becoming a mother is the culmination of my life’s work

my system, get loads of sleep, practise yoga and good

and has infused new meaning into my days. I stand apart

mental hygiene and take technology detoxes regularly.

from that idea of a mother and at the same time, our

And I am not afraid of it coming back. In my mind

children are an important part of our lives. We deify the

and heart I’m cured. Either way, I surrender to the universe

138,)6æ+96)-22(-%2'90896)83%2)<8)28-8)6%7)7%00

and its wisdom”.

MARRIAGE AND
CHILDREN

other aspects of feminine selfhood.
The best advice I received was ‘your
kids don’t need a perfect mom, they
need a happy mom’. And so I pursue my

Then, in 2011, Lisa’s friend Seamus

individual interests and goals outside

O’Regan, a breakfast news TV show

of my family and I have a lot of support

host, called Lisa and suggested she get

and backup in taking care of my girls.”

involved with Artbound, a programme
8,%8;%7&9-0(-2+8,)æ678%00O+-607T

FINDING HERSELF

school in Kenya’s Masai Mara. She

While talking about her low self-

wrote to the founder, Jason Dehni.

esteem or dealing with the trauma of

They met for brunch on a Sunday and

the accident and other experiences,

she felt a strong connection. Their

Lisa admits, “This business of working

relationship grew from there and they

on yourself, of opening yourself up to

got married on October 20, 2012, at a

personal self-development and spiritual

vineyard in Napa.

work is hard and it never seems to

Due to her illness, Lisa could not
conceive naturally so she and Jason
opted for surrogacy. They have twin

end. I’ve seen many counsellors and
psycho-therapists and I maintain that
good mental hygiene is one of the most

+-607Q9æ%2(30)-0Q%2(8,39+,-7%40%2783;6-8)

important pieces of wellness. I have a roster of specialists

about it in another book, she was generous enough to

that I consult regularly: counsellors, naturopaths,

answer some of my questions about motherhood. “With

Ayurvedic doctors, healers of every hue. I believe

regards to motherhood, today we have a game of choice.

Ayurveda spoke of the seven or eight stages of disease

,)&36()67A&392(%6-)7%2(()æ2-8-3273*138,)6,33(

and it’s only in the last stage that it manifests physically.

and parenting have expanded greatly. I maintain that I

We have the potential to intervene and reverse the ill

never felt a desire for a child before I hit my early forties.

effects of negative thoughts or lifestyles.”

I suppose I challenged the norms of femininity as much

As for self-esteem her advice is, “I don’t believe in quick

as everything else in my life. Of course, by the time I was

solutions or ‘top ten things to boost your self-esteem’. It’s

ready for children, I could not carry them medically

a lifetime of work but it begins with self-awareness; and,

and so my husband and I had to look at other options.

from that point of view, knowing yourself and meditation

My surrogacy journey will form part of the backbone

have been invaluable.”

of my next book.”
Where most women would elaborate on the impact

Besides all the lessons one can learn from her book and
life, the biggest takeaway is for all those who think fame,

of motherhood on their lives, Lisa’s views on the subject

success and money are what it takes to be happy – Lisa is

are different. “Of course I’ve experienced the gamut of

living proof of the fact that what matters is on the inside.

NAARI
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SPEAKING UP

ANURADHA
BHAGWATI
DIARY OF A
‘DUTIFUL’
DAUGHTER

When you are the daughter of celebrated economists
Jagdish Bhagwati and Padma Desai, the pressure to excel
can be enormous. For instance, Anuradha Bhagwati
was expected to go to Ivy League schools and excel in
academics (and avoid sports or music). No one ever
spoke about sexuality so it took a lot for her to come
out as a bisexual in her teens. Anuradha writes about all
this in her outspoken memoir, Unbecoming: A Memoir
of Disobedience. MALLIK THATIPALLI speaks to the
writer long-distance over several sessions

H

er parents, Jagdish Bhagwati and Padma Desai, are
world-renowned economists. While her father taught
at MIT and Columbia, her mother (who got a Phd

from Harvard in the ’50s) is a developmental economist
and a Russia specialist at Columbia; and their names have
been tossed up for the Nobel regularly, for years. Anuradha
Bhagwati, born to these academics, was expected to follow
a familiar pattern: excel at academics, avoid sports and
become a model second-generation Indian-American.
In her raw and touching memoir Unbecoming: A Memoir
of Disobedience (which released in mid-2019), Anuradha
talks about being the only child of two celebrated economists,
conforming to their ideals for her life; and coming out as a
bisexual in her teens, battling sexism and sexual harassment.
2(Aæ2%00=A3*;36/-2+83;%6(7)2(-2+8,)&%232;31)2T7
pursuit of combat roles in the US military.
Anuradha’s voice can easily be the voice of an entire
generation of Indian-Americans caught between the
vortex of tradition and modernity. She details her choices
without any hint of self-pity. From her experience of battling
misogyny in the military (even when she was commanding
400 troops at one time) to battling depression and healing
her relationship with herself and her parents, she is both
candid and courageous.
The soul of the book captures the relationship between
Anuradha and her parents. As the only offspring of highachiever parents, it was clear she had to live up to their
exacting expectations. Simple choices like watching a
television programme of her choice or practising sports
become points of difference and micro-management (her
parents vetted the CVs of her professors before allowing her
to take a class!) became the norm.
Her parents had no rule book for raising an Indian kid in
America. When at the age of nine, Anuradha came home
singing a song from Madonna’s latest album and asking,
“Daddy, what’s a virgin?” her father was stunned. Her
parents made it clear that grades were all that mattered.
While education was given extreme attention (graduating
in English was all right while Religious Studies was a big no),
other aspects of life like sex education or pursuing her own
interests were discouraged.
296%(,%T76)74327);%7836)&)0%2(æ2(,)63;2:3-')@
While her undergrad degree was from Yale, she left Columbia
1-(;%=83.3-28,)%6-2)7I8,)æ)6')78&6%2',3*8,)
1)6-'%21-0-8%6=J%2(8,)2Aæ+,8-2+,)63;2&%880)7A7,)7)8
out on a spirited and painful journey to discover her true self.
She confesses that she had only one simple inspiration to
write this book — to get this story out of her system. “I was

Anuradha Bhagwati

8 |
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had experienced in my childhood and in the military, and I
knew that I was not the only woman or girl who had gone
through these challenges. I wanted to write this book not
just for a catharsis but so that other women and girls would
not feel alone. It was really for them.”
The most heart-wrenching part of her childhood was
when her father called her “fat and disgusting” when she
was in high school. Admitting that it took her a long time to
get over her father’s judgement, she says that she simply
had to include the experience in her memoir. “So many
children experience the scars of judgement and verbal
abuse from their parents. Parents need to be responsible
*368,)-6;36(7@-607%06)%(=)<4)6-)2'))2361397
amounts of self-hatred and self-doubt at such a young age
&)'%97)73'-)8=3&.)'8-æ)7%2((),91%2-7)78,)1@V
Any attempts to commend her courage are quickly
dismissed as Anuradha believes that life is too short to waste
time pretending. “Living on your own terms when your loved
ones don’t support you is the hardest thing in the world,
especially in a traditional family where you are taught that
you don’t really matter without their approval. It’s liberating

Anuradha with her parents, Jagdish and Padma Bhagwati

´,ZDVÀOOHGZLWKVRPXFKVKDPHDOLHQDWLRQDQG
grief over what I had experienced in my childhood
and in the military, and I knew that I was not the
only woman or girl who had gone through these
challenges. I wanted to write this book not just for
a catharsis but so that other women and girls would
not feel alone. It was really for them”

when you decide to actually live on your own terms. Hiding

%&97-:)æ6781%66-%+)A-87,%4)(3966)0%8-327,-4%2(,3;

who you are, or what matters to you, isn’t helping anyone. If

viewed relationships between men and women going forward. It

hurting the ones you love means helping countless others

was critical to include it in the memoir. It was a gruelling editing

and bringing more joy into the world, the real question is

process, balancing the idea of honouring my mother’s memory of

how do those we love adjust their expectations and embrace

her trauma with telling a story that I felt readers needed to hear.”

realities that make them uncomfortable? The burden is really
on them to open their hearts.”
The author doesn’t shy away from exploring facets of a

Anuradha is open about her own sexuality and her
6)0%8-327,-47;-8,&38,1)2%2(;31)2@ æ61&)0-):)68,%8
sexuality ought to be respected and even celebrated, she says

fragile relationship with her parents and confesses that her

she never felt the need to hide anything. She candidly admits

father only told her that she should write what and how she

that she has been attracted to and loved both men and women.

wants to. “I was proud of him for that,” she recalls. “But I did

36,)6A7)<9%0-8=-7ç9-(A238æ<)(@U,)6)%6)23690)7*36

not ask for permission from my parents. I would not have

coming out — in the worlds I’ve been in, whether a traditional

been able to write this book if I was seeking their approval.

family or the military, coming out can often mean risking your

I wrote it knowing that I had to do it on my own terms or it

relationships, your career or your life. Safety is a factor. But in

would be meaningless to both me and my readers.”

this day and age, I feel it’s really important for me to talk about

3;(-*æ'908;%7-8837,%6)()8%-073*%())40=4)6732%0

my sexuality. I need to be counted so that people know that

relationship? Wasn’t she afraid that the world would judge

there are a lot of people like me and that what we feel and who

her parents? “Writing about my parents was hard because

we love is normal,” she says.

I felt a lot of tenderness for them, and gratitude for all they

She recalls an incident when as a teenager she fell in love with

did for me. I also didn’t want them to worry about me. I

her best friend, who was a girl. Her parents had no framework

wrote about really painful things in my life that I’d never told

to understand that this was normal and not something to be

them about because Indian families just don’t talk about

ashamed of. Instead, her mother told her she would kill herself if

some of these things — sexual assault from childhood,

she continued to see her friend. “That moment shut me down.

depression and trauma from my military experience. I

I was only 16. It distorted how I saw love — as something that

wanted them to know I was OK.”

simply cannot exist, at the risk of shame, and tragedy, and

The hardest part for Anuradha to write was the section

violence. It also distorted how I saw my own sense of home. How

on her mother’s own experience of abuse, which happened

'390(&)7%*);-8,1=3;2*%1-0=;,)28,)=;)6)73æ00)(;-8,

in India. She recounts, “When she told me about her

fear and animosity towards me and others?” she asks.
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An important part of her raising her voice as an
adult was that her parents (like most Indians) didn’t
talk about sex or sexuality during her childhood. She
explains, “It was a totally foreign concept. When I was
sexually assaulted as a teenager, I had no framework
to understand consent, or violation, or boundaries, to a
large extent because I’d grown up in such a repressive
culture. The irony was that my mother experienced
similar trauma as a young adult in India, and also did not
have a framework to understand what happened to her
a generation before me. In this vacuum, where there’s
no support, validation, or love, destructive things arise to
take their place, like shame, self-blame and numbing.”

Receiving her black belt

K9s for Warriors that helps veterans heal from

Her stint with the Marines, which is one of the
toughest training programmes in the world, has had a
463*392(-14%'832,)6@,)%*æ6178,%8%6-2)86%-2-2+
is legendary as it seeps into one’s blood. “It took almost
a decade to release the feeling that being a Marine was
all I was, or that I didn’t have any worth without wearing
the uniform. I realised that I have a very unhealthy
relationship with patriarchy and violence. It’s like an
addiction,” she says.
Though women go through the same training as
men, even in an area as specialised as the Marines, they
are considered inferior to men. Anuradha admits that’s
not the way things should be. “As a Marine, you simply
learn to turn off any emotions, and drive forward with
your mission. Women shut these traumatic feelings
down as best they can in order to survive the hostile
climate and do their jobs.”
One of her greatest achievements has been to
help overturn the ban on women in combat
assignments by suing the Department of Defence.
She also brought national attention to sexual assault
and sexual harassment of service women, when no one
was paying attention.
For someone who has always been an achiever, from
Yale University to a career in the Marines, it’s surprising
that Anuradha has been battling depression and charts

The most heartwrenching part
of her childhood
is when her father
called her “fat
and disgusting”
when she was
in high school.
Admitting that
it took her a
long time to get
over her father’s
judgement, she
says that she
simply had to
include the
experience in
her memoir

post-traumatic stress, traumatic brain injury and/or
conditions related to military sexual trauma, he is by
her side most hours of the day.
3(%=A%*8)6%032+&%880)83æ2(,)67)0*A32)*))07
that Anuradha has healed and has learnt to love/
like herself. She laughs aloud and exclaims, “Life isn’t
really like that. No one achieves some kind of perfect
resolution to their challenges and traumas unless they
live in a Disney cartoon! I have learned to manage my
(-*æ'908-)7%2(*%')1=',%00)2+)7&98-8-7%463')77@
These demons live with me — the work is to let go of
their hold on me, over time.”
She reveals that her father cried when he read the
book and told her that she had written a great memoir.
Anuradha says that closure is a long process and she
is still working on getting over her father’s judgement
on her. “My dad has softened a little as he has gotten
older, but his judgement is still deeply ingrained. I
have had to adjust my expectations or I’ll continue to
suffer. Reminding myself that these are just opinions
that he probably picked up from his own culture helps.
Thinking of him as someone who was once a child who
was bullied in the same way gives some solace. His
family used to call him fat. They still laugh about it. I
think it’s sad.”
Memoirs usually take a rosy view of things and

her struggle candidly.

even mistakes are never really owned for the fear of being

She details suffering from debilitating depression and
post-traumatic stress in moving detail. “I have been super

judged by the reader. Unbecoming steers clear of that trap.

high-functioning during most of my life, and it hasn’t been

Anuradha critiques the world around her, the military and

easy. It requires a lot of commitment to heal; to manage

the government. But then, she also critiques herself and her

symptoms, to get professional support, to retrain the

4%6)287@,)8%/)78,)(-*æ'9084%8,%2(8%0/7%&398-779)7

mind, and to be patient and loving towards myself. One of

which need to be discussed: body shaming, sexuality,

the key challenges of depression is facing down the voice

assault, violence, equality and even forgiveness. This ability

that tells me how worthless I am — I have an assortment
of self-care tools: vipassana, yoga and open-water
swimming are my favourites.”
A decision she made last year also helped: getting a
service dog, Duke. Coming from an organisation called
10 |
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With Duke

to dig deep makes her an advocate of reason with the power
to start conversations around subjects deemed taboo.
For now, Anuradha is content teaching vipassana
to military veterans and working on her next book while
continuing to raise her voice against injustice.

O U T O F T H E B OX

A TALE OF THE CITY

Who would have thought the unlettered and untrained Tejubehan, who migrated to Ahmedabad from a
village on the Rajasthan-Gujarat border, would one day have a book published on her story of migration with
illustrations done by her? LAKSHMI PRABHALA talks to Tejubehan about her book, Drawing from the City
DRAWING FROM THE CITY ILLUSTRATIONS: TEJUBEHAN
TEJUBEHAN PORTRAITS: TARA BOOKS

A

s a child, Tejubehan would listen to her father

place. I must have been 15 when I married my husband,

wake villagers at the crack of dawn by singing

%2)7,3+-A&98;)+6);948,)6)A,%(396/-(78,)6)

devotional songs. Belonging to a community

and have many memories there,” she reminisces.

of itinerant balladeers, they moved from

The eminent artist and anthropologist Shah

:-00%+)83:-00%+)%032+8,)%.%78,%2O9.%6%8&36()6@

frequently visited the neighbourhood to meet another

When the region was hit by drought, the family found

*30/%68-78@%2)7,;%28)(831))8,%,73,)

its way to Ahmedabad, where they worked as manual

%''314%2-)(8,)*30/%68-7883,%,T73*æ')@U 88,%8

labourers to make ends meet.

phase in our lives, we didn’t have enough to eat nor did

*);=)%67%*8)6).9&),%21%66-)(%2)7,3+-A
a chance encounter with well-known anthropologist
and artist Haku Shah proved a turning point in their

;),%:)()')28'038,)783;)%6&98%2)7,78-00;)28AV
recalls Tejubehan.
!,)2%2)7,-2863(9')(,-17)0*%7%*30/7-2+)6A

0-:)7@,%,-2-8-%8)(&38,).9&),%2%2(%2)7,-2838,)

,%,%7/)(,-1837-2+@3:)(&=%2)7,T7732+A,%,

world of art. Under his guidance, they intuitively learnt

then handed him a pen and paper and asked him to draw.

to draw detailed scenes from their life, memories and

%2)7,,%(2):)6,)0(%4)2-2,-70-*)&98,)1%2%+)(

milieu. Tejubehan’s compelling story, along with her

837/)8',@,%,;%7-146)77)(%2(,)04)(%2)7,æ2(%

imaginative illustrations, made an indelible impression

job at a hotel so that he could continue to supplement his

on the publisher of Tara Books, who decided to publish

income as well as learn drawing from him.

her portrayal of her life in the form of a visual book titled

“One day, Haku saab %7/)(%2)7,%&3981)%2(

Drawing from the City published in 2012.

what I did all day. I was busy taking care of

Born in a village called Vaan on the

the household, cooking and looking after

&36()6&)8;))2%.%78,%2%2(9.%6%8A

the children. Haku saab%7/)(%2)7,83

Tejubehan belonged to the Pauva

&6-2+1)83,-73*æ')@!,)2+388,)6)A

community, also known as Jogi or

was given a pen and paper and asked to

Bhararthari. “Every morning, at around

draw. Like my husband I didn’t even know

4am, my father would sing bhajans

,3;83,30(%4)2&98033/)(%8%2)7,

(devotional songs) while playing the

and copied whatever he was doing,” says

sarangi. Traditionally, this is our family

Tejubehan with a laugh.

profession and, since women weren’t

After a month or two, Shah asked

allowed to sing in public, I would only

).9&),%283:-7-8,-73*æ')%+%-2@

accompany him while he sang,” recounts

This time, he made sure Tejubehan

Tejubehan. “Back then, I didn’t even know

%2(%2)7,7%87)4%6%8)0=738,%87,)

what a city was, leave alone visiting one.”

'390(2T87));,%8%2)7,;%7(6%;-2+@

When Tejubehan was barely 10,

U3;;%7-2%æ<@ 98;)28%,)%(%2(

the hinterland was hit by famine and

sketched what came to my mind. And

her family wandered from place to

Haku saab 6)1%6/)(AS%2)7,A8,-7-7=396

40%')Aæ2%00=7)880-2+-2 ,%1%2496%-2

wife’s original drawing. Earlier she would

Ahmedabad. “This is the longest [40

copy you, but now she draws straight

years she thinks] I have stayed in one

from her heart’.”
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I watch big graceful birds that move silently through the sky.

!,)2;%7%',-0(A+6)%8ç3'/73*;,-8)&-6(7;390(7;33459-)80=(3;232838,)&6%2',)73*396*36)7886))7A%2(6)788,)6)*368,);-28)6@
()'-()23;83(6%;%&-6(A&98%2-63232)A0%6+)%2('3140-'%8)(Aç=-2+*6318,)'-8=;,)6)0-:)@61%=&)-8-7ç=-2+83396'-8=A'%66=-2+;31)2328,)-6;%=8,)6)@
I send some tiny birds along, just in case they need to know where to go.

91&%-@U!)833/94%40%')-2 ,3;4%88=A%2(%2)7,
persuaded me to sing to audiences,” recalls Tejubehan
of her Mumbai days. But when it became increasingly
(-*æ'90883/))494;-8,(%=O83O(%=)<4)27)7-28,)
metropolis, the couple returned to Ahmedabad. Tejubehan
had also recorded for playback vocals in the Bollywood
æ01AMirch Masala.
“When I began drawing, I used an aath aane wali [50
4%-7%L4)2A&9823;97)8,))61%2-2/4)2K%386-2+L@V
Tejubehan explains how she discovered her unique style.
“I never knew what a painting was and what you can draw
367,390(238(6%;@,)æ6788-1)7%883(6%;A;%28)(
to make a house, a lady and a child. The house ended up
looking like a fruit,” she chuckles. But, gradually, she took
inspiration from everything she saw around her – her
house, children, husband and even her religious beliefs
— and featured them in her paintings. Her creations
are two-dimensional compositions characterised by
Shah encouraged Tejubehan to take up drawing

12 |
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7-140)A%88-1)76)4)8-8-:)A*3617&986-',-2()8%-0Aæ00)(

seriously. The couple continued to create a lot of drawings

1)8-'903970=;-8,æ2)(387A0-2)7%2(7,%4)7@20)778,)=

and paintings, but could not generate enough income. In an

were commissioned, Tejubehan always preferred to keep

%88)14883-1463:)8,)-60-:)7A%2)7,()'-()(8313:)83

her drawings monochrome.
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%2)7,%2().9&),%286%:)00)(%003:)68,)'39286=A

her childhood, her own experiences and impressions of a

on invitation, to art and craft fairs. When they participated

city into drawings. The entire collection took a dedicated

at Dilli haat [craft bazaar in Delhi], Jaya Jaitley, the

effort of nearly two months. On some days she continued

politician and handicrafts curator, arranged for them to

drawing late into the night and each drawing took roughly

take part in a cultural fair at Chennai. “In Chennai, there

three to four days.

was a wide open maidan, where we sang bhajans and also

While she is immensely grateful to Tara Books for

730(3964%-28-2+7@-8%1%(%1K*631%6% 33/7L,%(

their faith in her, she deeply regrets the passing away of

come, and sat in the audience as we sang. We obviously

%2)7,&)*36)8,)&33/;%76)0)%7)(@U)A833A,%(%

didn’t know who she was, but she purchased paintings

book published with his drawings called Gopal Jogi and

worth Rs20,000. The next day, she came again to ask

;%78,6-00)(8,%81=&33/;%792()6;%=@V%2)7,4%77)(

if we would be interested to work with her on a book.

away at the age of 72 while singing at a temple. Drawing

I had already made drawings based on the story of Sunita

from the City was dedicated to his memory.

Williams [the astronaut], and showed them to her. She

Tejubehan, 60, has three sons and two daughters, and

liked it but wanted to know if I could make drawings of my

continues to live in Chamanpura. She is currently drawing

life story instead [for the book],” Tejubehan narrates how

various episodes of the Ramayan. While her children have

the idea of her book came about.

learnt to draw and developed their own style, Tejubehan

She began to translate visuals and memories from

hopes her grandchildren also learn the art.

NOTE FROM TARA BOOKS
Tara Books had met Tejubehan and her husband Ganesh Jogi at a craft fair and were moved by her artwork. We then approached
her to do a book with us. Indeed, the illustrations of the book are based on some of her original artwork. The narrative of the
book and the other illustrations were fleshed out with her in a workshop. Over the course of that workshop those ideas became
Drawing from the City – the story of her life, and a universal story of migration from a rural to urban space. For the text of the
book, Salai Selvam, who had also experienced a similar shift, got a brief outline of Tejuben’s story and responded to the images.
She wrote in Tamil which was then translated and became the final text of the book. Quite a long process but we felt it was
necessary to be sensitive to this powerful experience of rural to urban migration.

We reach the city!

Everything is on the move here, not just the train. People rush past, pushing their way through the streets.
Only the tall buildings seem rooted to the spot, along with a few trees that stand guard on the other side. I dont mind the rush though.
The sun is setting, and I marvel at the lamposts, that can turn night into day. Night s in our village are really dark.
NAARI
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COLLECTIONS

MEWAR PAINTINGS

A CHRONICLE OF THEIR TIME
The Rajput rulers had their ateliers where artists produced astounding paintings that were a
record of the time their patrons lived in. One such school is that of Mewar whose scions are
now based in Udaipur and take great pride in their heritage. MALLIK THATIPALLI visits the
City Palace Museum in Udaipur, and speaks to the current ruler, Shriji Arvind Singh Mewar,
and the assistant curator to frame a picture of the Mewar school
PHOTOGRAPHS: THE CITY PALACE MUSEUM, UDAIPUR
COPYRIGHT: MMCF

T

unbroken line of succession, going back 1,500

region it was developed in. Likewise, there were several schools

years. While the erstwhile Mewar region comprised

and sub-schools of painting across the Indian subcontinent.

4%6873*%.%78,%2A%(,=%6%()7,%2(9.%6%8A83(%=A

Each region, with its topography, geographic location and

the Mewar scions are based in Udaipur and take pride in

climate, had an impact on the type of painting, the themes or

their rich history, tradition and culture.

the colour palette. The patron, and the conditions during the

he Mewar dynasty is the world’s oldest continuous

Much like other royal houses of the Rajputana, the
Mewar culture gave prominence to art, architecture,

The Mewar School of painting derived its name from the

8-1)A833A-2ç9)2')(8,)8=4)3*;36/463(9')(@

textiles and cuisine. The aesthetics of their culture reaches

ORIGINS

8,)>)2-8,-28,)-6%68A*%1397*36')2896-)7*368,)4630-æ'

,)%683*6)%0-78-'43686%-896)%2('39686)4368%+)æ678

%2(%68-78-'%00=7-+2-æ'%284%-28-2+7@

ç396-7,)(-22(-%%88,)9+,%0'3968-28,)6)-+273*
Akbar (r. 1556-1605) and Jahangir (r. 1605-1627). Keen
and innovating patrons, both emperors encouraged their
painters to follow European models as well as native
Indian and Persian traditions. This ambitious synthesis of
styles resulted in the dramatic illustrations and historical
1%297'6-4873* /&%6T78-1)%2(8,)794)6&0=6)æ2)(
43686%-87A(96&%6I'3968J7')2)7%2(ç36%%2(*%92%7')2)7
commissioned by Jahangir.
By the mid-17th century, the Rajput chiefs of Jodhpur,
Amber and Bundi began to emulate this imperial taste.
Rajasthani portraiture, which traditionally used only indigenous
78=0)7A;%7-2ç9)2')(&=8,)9+,%043686%-87A6)7908-2+-2
a unique style.
At Mewar, the earliest royal portraits and court scenes,
dating from the 1670s and 1680s, are of Maharana Raj Singh
I (r. 1652-1680) and Maharana Jai Singh (r. 1680-1698).
They tend to follow contemporary models; it is only from
Shriji Arvind
Singh Mewar
of Udaipur

the reign of Maharana Amar Singh II (r. 1698-1710) that the
Mewar school acquired a life of its own and a distinctive
viewpoint, observant of both the private pursuits and public
life of its rulers.

14 |
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Maharana Bhupal Singh (r. 1930-1955) presiding
over the Ashwa-Gaj Poojan at Manek Chowk,
1939 or earlier

Produced by the hereditary artist families for
successive Maharanas for almost three centuries,
this remained the basic narrative style in progressive
adaptations. Impressive in their sheer size and fascinating
in their narrative detail, the panoramic collections of art
works detail durbars, processions, hunts and festivals
patronised by the Mewar royal family.
Chelsea Alannah Santos, Assistant Curator at The City
Palace Museum, Udaipur, says, “The style of painting that
developed at the court of Mewar was vibrant and bold in its
colour choices, and vigorously expressive. Since the times
were peaceful, the members of the Mewar family were able
to turn their attention towards the arts, and cultivate and
patronise them. The fact that there was so much art that
;%78,6-:-2+-2);%6A%2(4630-æ'97)3*+30(%2(7-0:)6-2
these paintings, is indicative of sound socio-economic and
political conditions.”
Prior to Udaipur, which eventually became the capital
of Mewar, the city of Chittor existed as a prime centre of
early Rajput style of manuscript illustration. The illustrated
manuscripts, i.e. textual matter provided with imagery, as
their name suggests, were hand-painted and small in size.
Eventually, as emphasis on the illustrations or paintings
increased and, with the support of ambitious patrons, the
size of these paintings increased.

Maharana
Swarup Singh
(r. 1842-1861)
playing Holi
on horseback
at Manek
Chowk, The
City Palace,
Udaipur in
March 1851

By the early 18th century, Udaipur in north-western
India was at the centre of pioneering material and
pictorial experiments in presenting the sensorial,
embodied experience of space. A wide range of objects,
*6310%6+)O7'%0)'39684%-28-2+7A8,6))83æ:)*))8032+A83
painted invitation letter scrolls up to 72 feet long, formed
representations of Udaipur’s lands, lakes, and bazaars as
well as Northern India’s prominent temples and IndoBritish durbars.
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These objects demanded audiences make emotional

as diwans or custodians on behalf of their family deity –

the present, and in imagined ideal times in the future.

Shree Eklingnathji.

Udaipur’s painters, poets, scribes, and travellers

windows to the past. “The vivacity and detail of these

as a rich, layered category.

paintings always amaze me. While the playfulness of the
one can almost hear the beat of horse hooves. So perfectly

wider history of painted lands, can be seen to confront

realised are these representations of the architecture of the

European visions of history, aesthetics and landscapes.

Palace Complex that we have often used these paintings as

|

resources in the restoration of these buildings.”
Indeed, in the absence of photography, these paintings,

There are around 1,800 paintings in the collection of

which were meticulously crafted over centuries, become

the Museum, which capture several aspects of life in

the purveyors of the past. As buildings are tweaked for

16th century Mewar up until the modern day (the oldest

modern use, they are detailed sentinels which show how

painting in the collection dates to the 16th century).

the topography has changed over the centuries.

Many of these works, all previously under

NAARI

moment is captured perfectly in one painting, in another

knowledge in topographical images, when placed in the

THE COLLECTION
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He says that these artworks open gloriously coloured

offered bhava – the feel, mood, and emotion – of a place
Such description of territorialities and of spatial

Maharana
Fateh Singh
(1884-1930)
crossing a
river in flood,
Udaipur, 1893

Charitable Foundation). The Mewar family ruled

connections of belonging and longing for real places in

the custodianship of the Mewar family, are on display

THEMES AND TIMELINES

-28,) ,%+;%86%/%7,%00)6=-2,) -8=%0%')

The different regions, such as Udaipur, that acted as

Museum, Udaipur.

capitals of the region of Mewar, served as the nucleus of

The Mewar paintings are an important part of the

the society; thriving as a hub of cultural activities. There

Museum’s collection. Shriji Arvind Singh Mewar is the

were large public gatherings, royal processions, hunts, fairs

76th custodian of the House of Mewar and Chairman

and festivities that were full of life and colour; all of these

and Managing Trustee of MMCF (Maharana of Chittor

found expression in the paintings.

JANUARY - MARCH 2020

Maharana Ari Singh with his ladies at
Jagmandir, Udaipur, 1767

These dails come
in handy in cаe
any pai ing nds
to be re ed.
A ate-of-thet co ervation
labaty hа
bn s up at
The C y Palace
Museum, Udaip.

PAINSTAKING
CONSERVATION TREATMENTS
ARE ADMINISTERED
TO THE PAINTINGS IN THIS
LABORATORY, AND ROUTINE
CHECKS ARE CONDUCTED ON
THE COLLECTION IN STORE
AND ON DISPLAY
NAARI
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Maharana Jawan Singh (r. 1828-1838)
at a Vaishnava recitation in Amar Vilas
(Baadi Mahal), The City Palace, Udaipur 1835

Different patrons had their own ideas and
contributions to the Mewar school. The reign
of Maharana Amar Singh II saw him not only
conventionally seated with nobles but also
playing polo, dallying with the ladies in the zenana
(women’s quarters) or visiting the temple of
Shree Eklingnathji. Maharana Sangram Singh II
(r. 1710-34) furthered his father’s initiatives. He took
on bigger projects, with large-size paintings being
produced. The palace often served as a backdrop in
paintings during his reign.
The pleasure-seeking Maharana Jagat Singh
II (r. 1734-51) ensured that a lasting record of
ceremonies and festivals or marriage processions
was created during his reign. The inscriptions from
his reign provide the names of the artists, and
'32æ6178,)46%'8-')3*+639473*%68-787;36/-2+
together on the paintings.
Santos adds, “Yes, we do have instances where
;)æ2(;6-8-2+7324%-28-2+7;,)6)-2%68-78736
the head of the studio have named their works as
&)032+-2+838,)1@ 88-1)7;)æ2(136)8,%232)
name, indicative of the artists having worked in
pairs or groups. Examples include Pyara and Naga,
Syaji and Sukha, Bhima and Kesu Ram, Pannalal
and Chhaganlal, etc.”
Few paintings were produced during the reign
of Maharana Bheem Singh (r. 1778-1828). Paintings
welcoming British agents as well as depictions of
%2+%96A30-A%:%6%86-%2(-;%0-4%-28-2+7%6)8,)
highlights of this era.
During the reign of Maharana Fateh Singh
(r. 1884-1930) the shaky relationship with the British
was visible as none of the paintings commemorated
the visits of the English royals; shikars or hunts were
frequent subjects. The paintings were created well
into the 1930s and were housed in huge libraries.

"The vivac y and dail
ame me. While the
is caed perfely in
one can almo he

of these pai in alwa
playfulne of the mome
one pai ing, in anher
the beat of hse hves.

SO PERFECTLY REALISED ARE THESE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ARCHITECTURE
OF THE PALACE COMPLEX THAT WE HAVE OFTEN USED THESE PAINTINGS AS
RESOURCES IN THE RESTORATION OF THESE BUILDINGS”
18 |
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Much later, these paintings made their
way into the collection of The City
Palace Museum, Udaipur.
In the creation of these pieces of
art, artists, particularly the head of the
studio, would have some level of narrative
freedom in the execution of the paintings
but were expected to be sensitive
towards and aware of other works
such as literature, that often backed
these paintings.
Santos explains, “The painters were
often engaged in dialogue with the
librarian, acharyas (spiritual teachers)
and priests or pundits. The head of the
studio, along with the librarian, would
jointly outline what was expected from
the project at the very start. In the initial
drawing stages, the artists would be
guided by the librarian or pundits; carefully
explaining the texts to them. There would
8,97&)%1-<3*-2ç9)2')7&),-2(%
particular piece of art, such as those
mentioned above, in addition to what the
patron himself envisioned.”

TECHNIQUES AND
DOCUMENTATION
The paintings (four to six feet) are huge, and the detailing
astounding. Some of the larger paintings capture hundreds of
4)340)Aç36%%2(*%92%-21-298)()8%-0A(6%;-2+8,):-);)6T7

Maharana
Sangram Singh
celebrating
the birth
of Prince
Pratap Singh |
Udaipur | 1724

Others have the people depicted in the paintings
marked. Santos adds that this was supplemented by the
inscriptions or writings behind the paintings which gave
an in-depth description of the scenes portrayed and the
persons depicted. “More interesting are the writings found,
at times, beneath paint layers; the artists would often

attention instantly. Particularly striking are the paintings at

make notes over their sketches, indicating the colours

the pleasure palaces which masterfully detail the costumes,

83&)æ00)(368,)2%1)73*368,)1%22)6-2;,-',8,)

textiles and styles of the subjects.

character was to be depicted,” she explains.

Some paintings feature the Maharanas in multiple moods
and narratives in a single frame.
,)4%-28-2+779++)788,%88,)6);%7()æ2-8)0=%038

These details come in handy in case any painting needs
to be restored. A state-of-the-art conservation laboratory
has been set up at The City Palace Museum, Udaipur.

happening, almost leaving nothing to one’s imagination. This

Painstaking conservation treatments are administered

technique, that was used by the Mewar school to depict multiple

to the paintings in this laboratory, and routine checks are

scenes or stories in one painting, is called ‘simultaneous

conducted on the collection in store and on display.

narration’, with a ‘bird’s eye view’, that enables temporal and

The real value of these paintings is not in monetary

spatial progression in a highly sophisticated manner within

terms but in terms of their immense heritage. As Shriji

the framework of the painting. This technique was developed

says, “When I go to Eklingji today, I do not perhaps go

by an artist called Sahib Din, the head of the studio for a

in the same way Maharana Bheem Singh did in his day,

7-+2-æ'%284368-323*8-1)(96-2+8,)6)-+23*%,%6%2%

with a score of caparisoned elephants and horses, which

Jagat Singh I (r. 1628-1652), and who derived considerable

we know as it was recorded in a painting. But, due to the

inspiration from Mughal compositions. His style was adopted

record provided by these art works, I feel the presence of

by several artists that succeeded him. So, in case of the

75 generations who made the journey before me. These

Maharana being depicted multiple times, engaged in various

paintings are both cultural and academic resources. They

activities, within a painting, the artist attempts to convey a

provide us new insights into our long and complex history

progression of events within the limited space of his canvas.

and, hopefully, enable us to learn valuable lessons from it.”
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TRAILBLAZER

DR MARY POONEN LUKOSE
FIRST WOMAN SURGEON-GENERAL

Determined to beat the odds after being denied the right to pursue medicine in Travancore, the
academically brilliant Dr Mary Poonen Lukose (1886-1976) went to medical school in England,
where she stayed on her own for seven years. On her return to Travancore, she was appointed
SK\VLFLDQWRWKHUR\DOIDPLO\DQGODWHUWKHÀUVWVXUJHRQJHQHUDORI7UDYDQFRUHRYHUVHHLQJ
operations of 32 government hospitals, 50 dispensaries and 20 private institutions.
NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI outlines the life and times of a legend in medical history
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND

A

lthough women have always provided medical

Maharaja’s College (currently known as University College,

care — whether by offering remedies at home,

Thiruvananthapuram) on account of being a girl. She

nursing or acting as herbalists – the medical

wanted to be a physician like her father, but at that time in

profession has been male-dominated for most

Travancore there were no female physicians or even nurses!

of its history. The drive to claim a place in medicine in

Dr Poonen Lukose had to study history and she

India during the 19th century began with the efforts of

graduated in 1909 as the only female student in the

)28)646-7-2+;31)279',%7 2%2(-34%037,-%2(

'300)+)@,);%7%0738,)æ678;31%2+6%(9%8)3*%(6%7

%(%1&-2-%2+90=@8,)6779',%76%6=332)2

2-:)67-8=A;,-',%,%6%.%T7 300)+);%7%*æ0-%8)(83@8;%7

9/37)A8,)æ678;31%296+)32)2)6%03*6%:%2'36)

(-*æ'908*36,)6837)'96)%(1-77-32-283%1)(-'%0'300)+)

%2(A-2())(A8,)æ678;31%283&)%443-28)(796+)32

as women were discouraged from becoming doctors and

general anywhere in the world, have gone down in history

so she went to England and completed her medical studies

as trendsetters who overcame gender barriers and the

%832(322-:)67-8=@28,)463')77A7,)&)'%1)8,)æ678

stigmas against women.

woman from Travancore to graduate in medicine.

6332)29/37),%7%7)6-)73*æ678783,)62%1)@

Dr Poonen Lukose then travelled to Dublin in Ireland

,)æ678*)1%0)%0%=%0-+6%(9%8)A7,),)%()(8,)

and worked at Rotunda Hospital, a maternity hospital,

health department in the princely state of Travancore

while simultaneously pursuing postgraduate studies

%2(%0737)6:)(%732)3*2(-%T7æ678*)1%0)0)+-70%8367

in obstetrics and gynaecology. She also trained in

when she was nominated to the state legislative council.

4%)(-%86-'7%86)%86132(86))8374-8%0I*361)60=

-2%00=A7,)&)'%1)8,)æ678;31%283&)1%()796+)32

the Hospital for Sick Children) in London.

general of Travancore.
Dr Mary Poonen Lukose was born on August 2,

Leaving home in 1909, Dr Poonen Lukose lived on her
own for seven years till she returned to India. She was only

1886, into a rich family in Aymanam – a small village in

two months shy of her 30th birthday when news of her

Kottayam district of Kerala (which was also the setting

father’s death reached her. The news came as a great shock

for Arundhati Roy’s novel The God of Small Things). Dr

to her. Life without her father, who had been the world to

332)29/37)T7*%8,)6A@@332)2Q8,)æ6781)(-'%0

her, was unthinkable. Although friends and well-wishers

graduate in Travancore – was the royal physician of

counselled her against leaving England, she decided to

Travancore state. Dr Poonen Lukose was brought up by

return to India and be of service to the less privileged.

British governesses as her mother had health problems.
6332)29/37)Q;,3;%7%2320=',-0(Qæ2-7,)(

In Trailblazer, The Legendary Life and Times of Dr Mary
Poonen Lukose, Surgeon General of Travancore (compiled

her schooling at Holy Angel’s Convent High School,

by Leena Chandran and published by Manorama

which is one of the oldest educational institutions in

Books in June 2019) interesting vignettes of her life

present-day Thiruvananthapuram. An extremely bright

abroad have been highlighted. For Dr Poonen Lukose, a

student, she topped the matriculation examination but

86%*æ'430-')1%2;%7%'3140)8)23:)08=&98A-2731)

was refused admission into any of the science courses at

instances, it was she who aroused much curiosity. Once,
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She wanted to be a
physician like her
father, but at that
time in Travancore
there were no
female physicians or
even nurses!
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while visiting friends, a child who had been expecting an

;%7&362%2(A*36;))/7%*8)6,-7&-68,A:-7-8367;390(ç3'/

American Indian remarked in disappointment, “... she has no

to his house to get a glimpse of him. It is said that Dr Poonen

feathers in her hair!”

Lukose often performed Caesarean sections by the light of

Dr Poonen Lukose pursued her passion for the arts and
passed the London Music Examination. She learnt to be

hurricane lamps.
The career of Dr Poonen Lukose really took off in 1924

independent and this stood her in good stead as she had to

when Sethu Lakshmi Bayi (1895-1985) became the regent of

rely on herself for survival after losing her father.

Travancore. Dr Poonen Lukose was made head of the medical

Another skill that she acquired would prove helpful in

department and also nominated to the state’s legislative council.

later life. Dr Poonen Lukose trained as a midwife and spent

The maharani’s decision reportedly caused such a furore that

1%2=,3967;36/-2+-29&0-2T770917-2%&73098)0=,366-æ'

The Madras Mail published an article on the event under the

conditions. Sometimes, she and her colleagues would feed

heading Feminism in Travancore.

their patients’ malnourished children. This experience would
come in handy in India where there was poverty all around.
When Dr Poonen Lukose returned to India, she found a

Dr Poonen Lukose implemented several schemes,
including developing programmes to train midwives,
established a tuberculosis sanatorium at Nagercoil and the

progressive regime in Travancore under Mulam Thirunal Rama

X-Ray and Radium Institute in then Trivandrum. She travelled

Varma, the ruling Maharaja. He summoned her and told her to

far to inspect hospitals and talk to students and communities

consider him her father as her own father had passed away.

about public health issues. She also encouraged women to

She took up the post of obstetrician at the Women
and Children’s Hospital in Thycaud, in present-day

study midwifery.
Within a couple of years, Dr Poonen Lukose had become

Thiruvananthapuram. She went from house to house and talked

something of a legend, writes historian Manu S. Pillai. In July

to people, taking trained midwives with her, to win their trust.

1926, the secretary to the pregnant maharani of Travancore

People viewed hospitals with suspicion due to lack of proper

received a letter from her doctor. Dr Poonen Lukose, also

treatment and primitive handling of midwifery cases. She also

the court physician, wrote that sheds had to be built on the

introduced private philanthropy to improve facilities at hospitals.

palace premises – a fully furnished one for the surgeon who

Subsequently, she became hospital superintendent and a

would deliver the baby and two more for another doctor and

year later she married K.K. Lukose, a lawyer who would later

2967)7@ *3968,8)28;%72))()(;,)6)3*æ')673*8,)78%8)

become a judge of the High Court of Travancore.

would wait for news on the royal baby. Some items were also

Dr Poonen Lukose made an unorthodox choice in her

listed that needed to be bought: six yards of silk to wrap the

personal life as well as her husband was younger than her. She

baby in, 12 bars of Vinolia Otto soap for the mother and 12 of

continued to work after marriage and after she had had two

Pears for the baby. Though the baby was due a few months

children. She was, in fact, better known than her husband for a

later, the request was being made early as “the sheds were

long time till he became a judge. As a Syrian Christian woman

not ready in time on the last occasion”.

with a western education, she was able to take advantage of

By 1927, women’s services were being requested in villages

the tolerant environment around her that was fostered by

and 10 per cent of all births in the state were handled by

an unusual system of matrilineal kinship found practically

professionals. The government created rural dispensaries

nowhere else in India.

%2(î@1-00-323*8,)æ:)1-00-3279&.)'873*6%:%2'36),%(

6332)29/37)4)6*361)(8,)æ678 %)7%6)%27)'8-32

access to modern medicine by 1929. Dr Poonen Lukose was

procedure in the state at the Women and Children’s Hospital

appointed surgeon general of Travancore in 1938, which

-2î ìí@ '3940);,3,%(03788,)-6æ6788,6))&%&-)7%*8)6

meant she had to oversee the operations of 32 government

birth approached doctors in the hospital. They were taken

hospitals, 50 dispensaries and 20 private institutions. She

aback when doctors told them they could either save the

also founded the Trivandrum chapter of the YWCA and was

mother or the child. Dr Poonen Lukose, however, suggested a

',-)*'311-77-32)63*8,)-609-()7-22(-%@

C-section and a surgery was performed. A healthy baby boy

Dr Poonen Lukose had two children, a daughter named
6%');,3;390(&)'31)%(3'836%2(%732A@@
Lukose, who went on to become a diplomat. Her husband

Dr Poonen Lukose implemented several
schemes, including developing programmes
to train midwives, established a tuberculosis
sanatorium at Nagercoil and the X-Ray and
Radium Institute in then Trivandrum
22 |
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and children passed away before her, but she bore her
losses with strength and dignity. She received the title
Vaidyasasthrakusala from Chithira Thirunal Balarama
Varma, the last Maharaja of Travancore, and also the Padma
Shri in 1975. She died at the age of 90 in 1976.
,-7;%7%;31%2;,3Aæ6)(&='396%+)%2('32:-'8-32A
lived to her full potential despite the restraints of her era.

PERSON OF THE QUARTER

‘I FOUND MY PURPOSE IN LIFE
WORKING AS A BIRTH DOULA’
In an age where establishing a lucrative practice takes precedence over job satisfaction, Dr Pooja Shenoy
VWDQGVDSDUW6KHTXLWEHLQJDQREVWHWULFLDQWREHFRPHDELUWKGRXODDQGVSHFLDOLVHLQDVVRFLDWHGÀHOGV
that enable her to be a physical, emotional and mental support system for expectant mothers. And,
helping her in that goal all the way, has been Dr Evita Fernandez. Pooja Shenoy shares her incredible
intuition-guided, spiritually motivated journey with MINAL KHONA
PHOTOGRAPHS: SRINIVAS

D

r Pooja Shenoy comes from a family of illustrious
doctors. Her maternal grandparents, Dr B.L. Shenoy
and Dr Vidya Devi Shenoy, are the founders of the

well-known Shenoy Nursing Home in East Marredpally,
Secunderabad. Her mother is a pathologist, her sister a
rheumatologist and her brother is studying family medicine
in the US. So, Pooja grew up wanting to be a doctor, did
her MD in obstetrics and became an obstetrician and
gynaecologist. She worked for nine years at Shenoy Nursing
Home and for six months at Basant Sahney Hospital.
Pooja reminisces about her stint as an ob-gyn. “From
the beginning, I used to feel emotionally and spiritually
connected with mothers. The medical system doesn’t
%003;978,%809<96=%2(-8;%7(-*æ'908*361)83;36/
leaving my heart behind. Even the language used was all
wrong – starting from pregnant women being referred to
as ‘patients’. They are not sick, how can they be patients?
What they were going through is a normal physiological
process and not a medical event. And, yet, they were plied
with loads of medicines, unnecessary investigations and
internal examinations, many times against their wish.
Mothers-to-be would literally be “ordered” what to do
through the pregnancy. During labour, at a time when these
women were most vulnerable, what was needed was a gentle
human touch, a comforting hand, and words of support and
encouragement. Instead, they would be screamed at. I have
even seen a mother being hit on her thigh because she was
not “cooperating” with the doctor. There was no empathy
or gentleness. This is not how they should be treated. They
were not allowed to eat or drink during labour; and not even
allowed to have a birth companion with them. And, when the
baby was born, all the credit went to the doctor, while it was
actually the mother who birthed her baby.”
Deeply unhappy with her work and an inner voice (that
she suppressed) repeatedly asking her if this was what she

In a happy place: Pooja Shenoy
NAARI
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;%28)(83(3A33.%'328-29)(;36/-2+;-8,-28,)'32æ2)7
of her profession. At the same time, she was going through
a bad marriage and a traumatic pregnancy. At 13 weeks,
she was experiencing a threatened miscarriage and started
bleeding. “I told my doctor that I wanted this baby at any
cost as I had already connected with her very strongly. I went
on to have a cerclage – a procedure where a cervical stitch
is put when the cervix starts to shorten and open too early
during the pregnancy. After that, I was put on complete bed
rest, with two wooden blocks placed under the bottom end
of the bed. I was not allowed to walk and was given hormone
injections every day. I spent those months reading, praying
and talking to my unborn child. By the time my baby was due,

The light and love of her life: Pooja and her daughter Chetna

the doctors felt I could not handle a normal birth, so I had
to undergo a C-section.”
As an ob-gyn, surely she could have tried for a
normal birthing? She agrees and adds, “But I was
very tired by then, with months of bed rest, with all the
hormone injections to sustain the pregnancy and not
being allowed to move – the whole experience was too
traumatic for me. I had little choice but to agree when I
was offered a C-section. My daughter, Chetna Aashriti,
was born on October 29, 2012.”

“…The medical system doesn’t allow us that
luxury and it was difficult for me to work, leaving
my heart behind. Even the language used was all
wrong – starting from pregnant women being
referred to as ‘patients’. They are not sick, how
can they be patients?”

Her unhappy marriage ended when Pooja saw that the
æ+,87&)8;))2,)6%2(,)6,97&%2(;)6)%**)'8-2+8,)

course changed me. It introduced me to a whole new side of

baby. She walked out in August 2013 and has since lived

birthing. There was a lot of unlearning and relearning to do. As

with her parents. She is a single mother and when she talks

a doctor, I was trained to think with my mind closed but those

about her seven-year-old, her face glows. “She is my pride

three days changed my perspective on birthing. The rate of

and joy, a very well-adjusted independent child, empathetic

C-sections is very high everywhere. From commercial reasons

and mature for her age.”

to wanting a baby born at a particular time due to astrology, it

The six months that Pooja was on compulsory bed rest
;%78,)320=8-1)7,),%7238;36/)(7-2')7,)æ2-7,)(,)6

is a rampant practice that I have always seen in hospitals.”
“I did the childbirth educator training course in March

studies. Back at work, the disillusionment continued, and

2017 and, in April the same year, I joined Fernandez Hospital

she admits she did not know how to change the system and

as a childbirth educator. Through these classes, I would

that she believed she alone could not change it. “All I knew

interact with antenatal couples, helping them understand

;%78,%88,-7;%72386-+,8@46%=%038%2(;390(%7/3(

the physiology of birth, removing their fears of childbirth,

to show me my purpose in life as I did not know what it was.

empowering and motivating them so that they could

,)2A32%29%6=íAìíîA8,-2/3(,)%6(1=46%=)67A

embrace it more positively. The classes also included helping

because I woke up knowing what I had to do. I called

pregnant couples understand their choices in birthing so that

up Dr Evita [Fernandez] and asked if I could meet her.”

they were more involved in making decisions; and thus play

Immediately after her MD, Pooja had worked as registrar to

an active role during labour and birth. I was actively involved

Dr Evita but had to leave as her grandmother wanted her

in the classes and thoroughly enjoyed taking these sessions.”

help at Shenoy Nursing Home. “I knew things were done

Still, she felt there was something missing. She wanted

differently here as I had seen it for myself; so I believed that

to extend the connection with the mothers to the birth and

if there was anyone who could show me the way, it would

beyond. “I went back to Dr Evita and told her what I felt. She

be Dr Evita. Luckily, she agreed to meet me that very day

suggested I become a birth doula – a trained professional who

as she was going to be travelling soon after. When I met

supports the mother and her birth companion, physically,

her, I spoke to her for almost 90 minutes. But that meeting

emotionally and with information during the complete birthing

changed my life forever. I felt a certain peace in my heart

process. A birth doula is different from a midwife.”

that I had been longing for.”
On Dr Evita’s suggestion, Pooja went on to do her
childbirth educator training at Hyderabad. “That three-day
24 |
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I ask her to elaborate on the differences and Pooja
lists some of them for me. “They both work on a common
platform but have distinct roles to play. A doula is a non-

in the last two-and-a-half years, I have never got working
as an ob-gyn in almost a decade. I now sleep peacefully
every night knowing in my heart that I am living every day to
the fullest doing the work that I love. The salary difference
doesn’t bother me at all.”
When she meets mothers-to-be, given her previous work
)<4)6-)2')%2(,)659%0-æ'%8-327A,3;(3)77,)7-()O78)4
any queries put to her as a medical professional? “I always
tell them that I respect my present role at Fernandez Hospital
and it is beyond my scope to answer any medical-related
queries or offer medical help. Though I do know the answers,
I don’t itch to tell them and nor do I miss that part of my
profession at all.”
3'97-2+32,)6'966)28.3&463æ0)A33.%7%=7AU=;36/
as a birth doula has made me a more patient person today.
Working as an ob-gyn, I had turned into this very impatient
and restless being. Nothing was working out. I have cried
helplessly for days, not feeling that sense of purpose in my
life. I was lost. But, with my present role, I realised this is what
I am; this is why I am here. I have found my purpose in life.
And I am really thankful to Dr Evita for guiding me – she is
Her mentor and guide: Pooja Shenoy with Dr Evita Fernandez

the one responsible for helping me become what I am today.
I consider her my guardian angel.”

medical professional. She cannot give medical treatment.

Looking beyond being a birth doula, Pooja has just

A midwife is trained to offer medical care. Doulas are not

completed her hypno-birthing practitioner training in

involved in clinical care like placing an IV line or checking the

Bengaluru in July this year. “Hypno-birthing is a technique

blood pressure or interpreting the heart rate patterns of the

wherein a woman is prepared for birthing physically, mentally

baby; midwives do all of that. Doulas do not support in the

and spiritually through a programme of deep relaxation,

birthing process, the midwife can receive the baby.”

7)0*O,=4237-7A:-79%0-7%8-327%2(%*æ61%8-327A%132+38,)6

Pooja researched details about doula workshops online

techniques. This way we allow her to summon her natural

and, serendipitously, DONA (Doulas of North America)

birthing instincts and birth her baby in a comfortable and

;%7,30(-2+-87æ678(390%;36/7,34-22(-%A8,%8833-2

often even pain-free manner, where the baby is welcomed in

Hyderabad, in May 2017. “I went on to do the doula training

a gentle, calm, safe and a joyous environment.” She is also an

and the three-day workshop showed me that this was what

infant massage practitioner and is trained in spinning babies

I was working towards. Working as a birth doula is a lot of

(foetal positioning for an easier birth).

hard work but more than that it is a lot of ‘heart’ work and

U!,)2033/&%'/23;A%1%1%>)(%8,3;3(,%7

supporting women and their families during the birthing

paved my path. If only more people listen to their inner voice,

process is the closest to my heart.”

;);390(&)0-:-2+136)*90æ00)(0-:)7@V

Pooja has been working as a birth doula since and plays

At this point she adds, “All this would not have been

a supportive role right up until the baby is born and the

possible but for the support and encouragement offered

æ6787/-2O83O7/-2K'328%'8L-7+-:)2@292)ìíîA7,);)28

to me by my parents. In fact my parents retired from their

3283&)'31)%0%'8%8-32'3927)0036')68-æ)(&= 

professions so that they could devote their time to look after

(Breastfeeding Promotion Network of India).

my little one.”

Today, Pooja is content with and loves her multi-functional

Dr Pooja wears many hats. Today, she is a Lamaze-

630)@U;%7()æ2-8)0=1)%2883;%0/%032+7-();31)2&98238
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as an ob-gyn. Maybe I was just wired differently. But, having

counsellor, a hypno-birthing practitioner and an infant

worked as one, I understand birthing better since I have seen

massage practitioner. She concludes with a smile, “I want to

both sides of the birthing world.”

do a course in prenatal yoga next.”

In today’s commercial world, where higher pay packets

Knowing her passion for her work, Pooja is sure to

are a major driving force, does Pooja feel the pinch as a doula

amalgamate all her new learning to make this a successful

does not earn as much as an ob-gyn? “I don’t, because the

experience too. The medical profession could certainly do

happiness and satisfaction that I have got in my present role

with more like her – people who are guided by their hearts.
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MOMMY DIARIES

BRINGING UP
GENERATION ALPHA
The way babies are being brought up now is certainly different from the paranoid ways of
our parents, writes MINAKSHI. She observes that while grandparents cannot believe that
the baby can go to sleep on his own, without lullabies being sung endlessly, she reveals she
just leaves her baby to put himself to sleep!

M

y husband and I stood beside our three-hour-

12 hours at night and takes two solid naps a day. And our

old newborn and wondered how in the world we

4%6)287%6)ç%&&)6+%78)(8,%8%00;),%:)83(3-7498

were going to do this. Babysitting for friends and

baby down in his crib, leave the room and he falls asleep

family was one thing but caring for your own child was a

on his own. I wasn’t rocking him for hours and I had the

whole different ball game.

time to eat and watch Keeping up with the Kardashians.

Now, almost nine months later, thankfully, I’ve
managed to keep my son bouncing and happy. While I

an app for everything, from tracking your baby’s sleep

would love the advice of my mother and in-laws, I have

and feeds to their poops and pees. We also have a baby

also realised that they brought us up over 30 years ago in

monitor that has an app through which we can keep an

a different country. Things have changed now and what

eye on him even when we have a much-needed night out.

worked for our parents may not work for us today. How

Wonder Weeks is another app that explains developmental

;)6);)8;31-00)2-%07+3-2+83'%6)*36%)2)6%8-32

leaps babies go through every couple of months and how

Alpha kid?

those leaps could cause them to be more cranky as they

My husband and I attended a few classes on infant

master new skills. This app has been so accurate for Mr

care but all the information we received then seems so

Baby and, when he is crankier than usual, I know it’s a leap.

basic now when compared to actually dealing with a baby

This makes me wonder how our parents dealt with our

on a daily basis. Yes, the class taught us how to bathe him

leaps when we were babies. I hear that their answer to any

and diaper him, but it didn’t teach us what to do when

fussiness was gripe water!

he cried like a banshee every time we put moisturiser on

When Mr Baby started eating solids, I was under the

him. The class taught us that we need to put babies to

assumption that I had to mash all of his foods so he could

sleep on their back but they didn’t tell us how much sleep

eat everything easily since he had (and still has) zero teeth.

a baby needs.

Then I learnt about baby-led weaning which lobbied for

As much as I hate to admit

babies eating what you eat and

it, technology has played a big

skipping the entire pureed food

part in our parenting. There are

phase to make them less picky

Facebook groups dedicated to

eaters. Sure enough, once I ditched

every aspect of parenting. While

the boring purees, did my research

our parents would tell us to keep

on how to cut up food so he could

baby up during the day so he

chew safely, I am proud to say my

sleeps at night, current research

little guy is one of the best eaters and

shows that the better they nap,

everyone who watches him eat is

the better their sleep at night.

impressed by how he feeds himself.

Who knew there was such a thing

My mum was appalled when I let him

as age-appropriate wake times

eat at a not so clean Indian restaurant

and number of naps per day for

and said she mashed up all my food

babies? Thanks to baby sleep

for me when I was a baby. I mean Mr

groups, Alpha Baby sleeps 11 to
26 |

We also discovered the world of baby apps. There is
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Once Mr Baby was old enough and not sleeping or

imagine my mum watching Mr Baby for more than an

)%8-2+%008,)8-1)A,%(83æ+96)398,3;83)28)68%-2

hour unless he was fast asleep. We are visiting India and

him, especially in the US where I have zero help and am

my mom called me frantically the other day saying Mr

with him 24/7. I needed to go out to preserve my sanity

Baby had woken up from his nap. I fully expected to come

too. It’s amazing how much mums and babies can do

home to a wailing baby but thanks to the parenting of

together in the US. From mum and baby groups to story

my husband and I, Mr Baby was playing independently,

time at the library, baby gyms and even workouts that

happy as a clam.

include your baby in a stroller, they have it all. For an

I believe we were very sheltered as kids. While we

introvert like me, it helped to connect with other mums

may not have had baby-proofed homes like in the US,

who were on the same page as me while also giving Mr

our parents were extremely paranoid about everything

Baby some much needed social time. My husband jokes

we put in our mouths, where we crawled and what we

that I have more friends now as a mum than I ever did

touched. While I do try to make sure Mr Baby is safe,

before. Some of my friends back in India were shocked

I also do not stop him from exploring things. He has

that we were taking Mr Baby to bars when he was four

bumped himself and toppled over quite a few times but

days old while they weren’t allowed to take their newborn

now all I have to say is ‘oopsie’ or laugh and he’ll cheer up

out until they were at least six months old.

in less than a second. Not restricting him has also made

When Mr Baby was born, I may not have had a clue

him meet milestones a lot faster and he’s learnt to be a

about what kind of parent I wanted to be but I knew I

lot more careful while navigating his way through stairs or

wanted to help him be an independent child and that

couches in our house.

M r Baby  11 to 12 hos at nig and
takes two s¡id na a day, and o pe s
e ﬂa£ergаted that a we have to do is
p baby down in his ¤ib,
LEAVE THE ROOM AND HE FALLS ASLEEP ON HIS OWN. I WASN’T ROCKING
HIM FOR HOURS AND I HAD THE TIME TO EAT AND WATCH KEEPING UP
WITH THE KARDASHIANS

started at a young age. My mum and in-laws both rush to

When Mr Baby gets older, I also intend to talk to

his side to pick him up if he so much as makes a peep or

him about his body and how to keep himself safe. It is

whines a little. They absolutely cannot handle him crying.

something our parents never spoke about to us but

)2)6%8-32%00=A2(-%27%6)/23;283&)136)*6318,)

is much needed in today’s world. In fact, I remember

attachment parenting school of thought. I honestly

an aunt being asked to talk to me about something as

thought that’s how I would be but when you live in a

natural as the menstrual cycle.

country like the US, you do not have the luxury of holding

Yes, Mr Baby is a baby right now but I believe that laying

your baby all the time nor do you have 24/7 help who can

a foundation for what kind of human he will turn out to be

watch your baby for you. Even if you do, you’re unlikely to

has always been our priority over doing well academically.

be able to afford it.

Treating our children like adults and not excusing

Until we had our own son, we didn’t even know

behaviour simply because they are children as well as

Indians abroad sent their kids back to India with their

having real conversations with them truly helps. While

grandparents to watch them for a few months to over a

6 %&=1%=238&)%&0)83:)6&%0-7)=)8A,)()æ2-8)0=

year or even bring the grandparents to the US for over

understands the difference between yes and no, he

six months to look after their kids while the parents go

behaves himself in public places and doesn’t fuss unless

%&3988,)-646)O&%&=0-*)F%1%æ61&)0-):)68,%8-*=39

he’s hungry or tired. Whether this is a product of our

have kids, they are solely your responsibility. I could not

parenting or he’s just a unicorn kid, I guess time will tell.
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LAST WORD

COMMITMENTS AS LEADER
OF AN ORGANISATION
When DR EVITA FERNANDEZ downsized her clinical practice and decided to work on building a
healthy organisation, she sat with several members of staff — from nurses to plumbers. She learnt their
aspirations and found that the predominantly female co-workers in her hospitals felt empowered by the
VDIHDQGVHFXUHHQYLURQPHQWDWZRUNDQGZKDWLVPRUHUHJXODUVDODULHVKHOSHGWKHPWRIXOÀOGUHDPVRI
buying a home or educating a child, she says in her column

J

une last year found me beginning

I hoped would be spontaneous. I was

a new journey in my career. I

acutely aware of the need to do my best

had decided to walk away from

to make the person feel comfortable in a

clinical practice and devote the rest of

hierarchical environment.

my professional life to help establish

There were times when I would spend

professional midwifery across India.

8,)-2-8-%0æ:)1-298)7'32:-2'-2+8,)

I felt called to do this a few years ago

individual it was okay to sit during the

%2('390(238æ+,8-8%2=032+)6@

conversation. If some felt this was utterly

As the organisation kept growing,

disrespectful, then I would stand with

I was aware of the distance being

them so we could maintain eye contact

created between the growing number

at the same level. This would result in the

of staff and me. We were no longer a

person very quickly sitting down. Initially,

small family. I felt compelled to meet

at the edge of the seat and, later, sliding

various levels of staff for a one-on-one

into a more comfortable position. This

chat with the hope of getting to know

too was a vast learning experience and

each one better. Now that I was no

made me more determined to work with

longer involved in clinical work, I was

%()æ2-8)%'8-3240%283;%6(7&6)%/-2+

able to set aside time to enjoy a quiet

these barriers

chat. These personal conversations

In 1985, when my parents handed

opened up a whole new world, and

me the reins of the hospital, one of the

I was often moved by what people shared with me. These

cardinal rules set in stone was the commitment to always pay

encounters left me with mixed emotions — as I listened to

staff salaries on the promised day — which at the time was the

people talk about their personal challenges, dreams, and why

5th of the month. I was told in no uncertain terms — if times

8,)='%1)83;36/@,%(83æ+,8&%'/1=8)%6759-8)3*8)2%7

were tough, I would need to forego my own wages, but I was to

I discovered many an unsung hero/heroine among the ranks.

never ever delay paying all other employees on time.

I met housekeeping staff, security guards, nurses,

This unwritten rule became the hallmark of the organisation,

electricians, plumbers, doctors, heads of departments and

and I never ever felt the need to police/monitor this non-

front-line desk personnel. I met people who had walked with

negotiable value.

us for more than three decades, and I also met folk who

The major part of my leadership years was spent in building

were in the system for three months. It was a mixed bag.

a teaching/training institute which would be protocol-driven by

Names were picked at random. The employee was told of

teams that worked together in an environment of respect and

the meeting 45-60 minutes before the scheduled time, and

trust. With my focus on the clinical perspective, I had, over the

I would be given the information only a few hours before the

years, felt the disconnect with non-clinical staff growing wider

meeting. This ensured there was no bias. The conversations

with the growth of the organisation.
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The past year has been an enriching journey of learning about working
mothers. I have caught a glimpse of the challenges faced and the incredible
amount of “unpaid work” that is done by them to ensure they can continue
working. It has been an overwhelmingly humbling experience
These dedicated time slots for the one-on-one

eligible for a home loan and succeeded in building a

conversations provided the much-needed opportunity

two-room house for her aged parents. She was also

to reconnect.

supporting her brother through his education. All this

One consistent thread connected all the stories I heard.
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This was particularly evident with the female staff and

personal expenditure. She told me this dream would not

more so if she was not a graduate.

have been possible without the assurance of a regular

Each one of these women told me they came to work
because they felt safe and respected. They were sure of
receiving their salaries on time, and that one assurance

salary, increments and appraisals based on performance,
compassion and concern of colleagues.
A woman who had studied up to the Fifth standard and who

+%:)8,)18,)'32æ()2')83)(9'%8)8,)-6',-0(6)2A

joined us 15 years ago in the housekeeping department, was

plan their budgets to run their homes. I was indeed

able to secure a loan and, today, owns her own small home.

overwhelmed by their feedback.
By simply adhering to the rule of paying wages on time,
I discovered the enormous impact it had on the lives of
fellow workers.
I learnt why women, despite spending four hours

The most important luxury she said, was to have her
own toilet. She did not need the public toilet anymore. Her
pride and joy were evident in her eyes.
I was oblivious of these life-changing events in the lives
of my fellow workers. When I listened to both the spoken

commuting to work every day, still felt the need to

and the unspoken words, I learnt there was much more to

continue with us. I learnt that the majority of women,

running a hospital. We were not merely serving only the

regardless of their socioeconomic status, work doubly

women who walked through our doors. We unknowingly

hard to ensure their children are educated and cared

participated in helping our own fellow workers achieve

for – I discovered a sizeable number of single mums who

their dreams.

walked out of abusive marriages because of the support

This past one year of listening has reinforced my

she received in her work environment and the courage she

belief in the changeless values we are all called to cherish

felt with the assurance of a pay cheque every month. I met

and implement in day-to-day living. My fellow workers

many a brave heart over this past year.

strengthened my resolve to remain faithful to a work

I discovered fellow workers who had given the

culture built on respect, trust, appreciation, compassion,

organisation the best years of their working life, despite

transparent transactions and where each person is

personal tragedies and incredible challenges. I learnt

encouraged to be his/her better self.

their work gave them the reason to go on as they found

The past year has been an enriching journey

meaning in serving to the best of their ability in a culture

of learning about working mothers. I have caught

that demanded only their honest best.

a glimpse of the challenges faced and the incredible

Eighty per cent of our employees are women. In 1996,

amount of “unpaid work” that is done by them to ensure

nearly all our housekeeping staff had very low levels of

they can continue working. It has been an overwhelmingly

literacy. We opened bank accounts using their thumb

humbling experience.

impressions. Then we taught each one how to use an

The health-care industry is one of the fastest-growing

ATM card. This simple act empowered her, and domestic

in our country. People in privileged positions of leadership

violence began to decrease. I noticed a distinct change

have a great responsibility to ensure every person,

in the way they conducted themselves. They were more

especially female employees, feel safe, respected and cared

'32æ()28%2(&)+%283*3'9732)(9'%8-2+8,)-6',-0(6)2@

for by the organisation. It also calls for a shift in thinking

I wish to share two stories that tugged at my heart.

about breastfeeding mothers at work, creches at work-sites

A young nurse whose parents were daily wage

and the list goes on. The critical step is to believe we need

labourers in a village outside Telangana state, was

to change. I do.
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Present
The 15th International Normal Labour and Birth Research Conference
being held for the first time in India
October 2nd to 4th 2020, Hyderabad
Positive Birth
India is on the cusp of a natural birthing revolution. The Government has acknowledged the urgent need to promote natural birth
and reduce unnecessary Caesarean Sections. To achieve this, India is committed to establishing professional midwifery
services to form the backbone of its maternal and newborn care.
NLBC is focused on this critical subject. The conference attracts obstetricians, nurses,
professional midwives, doulas, childbirth educators, physiotherapists, labour and birth
activists, neonatologists and anybody interested in promoting normal birth.
Both “Safety and a Positive Birth experience” are important for future generations
to be nurtured and to thrive. Participate in NLBC 2020 and join in this journey.
Help raise awareness for the event | Sponsor nurses and midwives to attend.
Register now for a special ‘Early Bird’ discounted rate

Registration
TYPE OF REGISTRATION

DELEGATES

TRAINEES

WORKSHOP ONLY

Rs. 4,000/-

Rs. 3,000/-

CONFERENCE ONLY

Rs. 6,000/-

Rs. 4,000/-

EARLY BIRD OFFER (INCLUDES WORKSHOP)
VALID TILL 31ST JAN, 2020

Rs. 8,500/-

Rs. 5,000/-

REGULAR REGISTRATION
FROM 1ST FEB 2020 TO 31ST AUG 2020

Rs. 9,000/-

Rs. 6,000/-

SPOT REGISTRATION
POST 1ST SEPT 2020

Rs. 10,000/-

Rs. 8,000/-

A 20% ‘Group Registration Discount’ is available for groups of 5 or more attendees.
This discount is also valid for early bird registrations.
For group discount details, write to registration@nlbcindia2020.com

For more information, log on to:
www.nlbcindia2020.com or mail to info@nlbcindia2020.com

